
New Ruralism - Innovation, Made Local

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jessica Garrow - Community Development Director, Aspen CO, Chair APA Small Town and Rural Planning DivisionChad Nabity -Chad Nabity, Regional Planning Director, Grand Island, NEJo Anne Carr – Planning and Economic Development Director Town of Jaffrey and Adjunct Faculty Fitchburg State UniversityWe’re pleased to have the opportunity to share  the story of the New Ruralism initiative with you today, This is a facilitated discussion.  We are looking for your contributons to add to the growing body of knowledge surrounding New Ruralism. 



No, not New Urbanism
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Many of you have heard the term New UrbanismIn communities like Dover NH shown here, who has won awards for it, the focus of New Urbanism is on designing urban areas more like pre-WWII neighborhoods with housing, jobs and retail with basic needs, all walkable and with a neighborhood feel.The term New Urbanism was invented by architects and applied on a development level, project by project. With design elements consistent for the community and region.It is about combining the best from the past and present to  build better places to live and work tomorrow.



New Ruralism

• Gated communities?

• There just for the benefit of 
cities?

• Community gardens and green 
spaces?

Presenter
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We didn’t invent the term for this initiative, we took it backMarketing phrase used to sell gated communities in Georgia and FloridaUsed by Sibella Krauss, a Berkeley professor about creating permanent agricultural preserves on the urban edge as sources of fresh food for the larger urban region, and as places for nurturing urban connections with the land”.  And then in England, it was used to mean a pastoral island inserted in the midst of cities:A couple of planners on the Board of N-N-E-C-A-P-A wanted to recharacterize the model of New Ruralism as regions more than existing only to serve the needs of urban areas. Felt many of our small towns and rural areas have something going on that we ought to better define for our practice and for transfer to other rural regions.



Chapter Presidents Council

Divisions Council
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The initial New Ruralism pilot project was made possible with funding from the Northern New England Chapter of the APA and the APA Chapter President’s Council.Additional research and case studies are supported by STaR and a Divisions Council grant.



Healthy Community Values Focus
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The pilot project work group agreed that the focus should be on what makes rural communities thriving, healthy, attractive places, or at least a step in that direction.  We talked a lot about Sustainability.Economic:  - “Advances in high tech communication gained over recent decades has empowered creativity, ingenuity, entrepreneurism, local ownership, small businesses and cooperatives.” Creative economy. Environment: “working” landscape, whether to grow food/energy/fiber businessesSocial: -  “There is a caring acceptance of all people that fosters creativity, innovation and community resilience. Strong social networks exist in tandem with self-sufficiency and independence.  Volunteerism and democracy are thriving.  Citizens feel empowered, that everyone is important.  A strong sense of community or “place” is celebrated with pride, further strengthening the network.”How are we building on modern technology and infrastructure to support a thriving environmental, economic and social fabric?



Criteria
• Appropriately fits rural communities/areas with low 

population density.
• Not dependent on the existence of professional town 

staff.
• Locally-driven and locally supported.
• Fosters:

• Healthy, thriving communities
• Improvement in quality of life, livable wage jobs, meeting 

basic household needs, and/or long-term community 
sustainability

• Growth in the local and regional economy rather than leakage 
of wealth outside the region

Presenter
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The pilot project defined New Ruralism with a set of criteria, vetted by a 20 person editorial board Long-term success is not dependent on ongoing direct funding from an outside NGO or public agency or staffing from an outside organization, although innovative or successful local programs might be related to or supported by a public program or policy.Resource-based strategies have a foundation in sustainable stewardship for the long-term.
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Maine Grains at Somerset Grist Mill in Skowhegan Amber Lambke & Michael Scholz redeveloped the old county jail and equipped it as a grist millCobbled together funding from a variety of sources including loans from banks and foundations and 10 private investorsThe Mill revised Maine’s once prominent grain industry as it meant grain no longer had to be shipped out of state for processing. Within a few years the Mill was processing 250 tons of product for bakers around the state.The Somerset Grist Mill is nationally recognized as one of the country’s emerging rural “food hubs”Within just a few years the Mill was providing a space for local farmers, entrepreneurs and community members to assemble and operate a variety of related programs and businesses, Including a youth run technology hub.Has stimulated other investment in the downtown in businesses and infrastructure.



Women’s Rural Entrepreneurial Network

http://wrenworks.org/
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WREN began in 1984 as an 18 month training and support program targeted to 12 very low income women to realize their dream of owning their own business.  Funded through a USDA Rural Business Enterprise Grant, the pilot program success was a catalyst for building the WREN Community.  There are 396 member businesses and 1400 members.  Members benefit from classes ranging from social media, writing workshops, blogging and marketing.  Members of WREN must be a vendor at the Farmer’s Market.  This provides low cost market access to entrepreneurs and promotes local businesses and start ups. WREN also supports a small business incubator  for start ups.  WREN is planning to launch a Maker Space in Berlin.  Members will have access to a free technology space, wifi, laptops, 3 d printers, laser cutters and CNC (computer numerical control router) machines.



http://www.plymouthenergy.org/
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The Plymouth Area Renewable Energy Initiative’s (PAREI) Energy Raiser Project has the goal of helping members reduce energy consumption and produce renewable energy. Through a combination of education, community building and access to professional services, PAREI promotes the concept that people need to prepare for their energy future just as they would for their financial future. With start up funding from the Department of Energy and borrowing from the old model of a barn raising, PAREI  launched the “Energy Raiser”.  A core principle for the Energy Raiser is paying it forward.  People who are interested in an Energy Raiser have to commit to volunteering for  two to three raisers before they can host their own.  This encourages longer term commitment to the project mission, sets up a system of volunteers, and trades people have a chance to learn solar energy systems, skills are built, and costs are kept down.   
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The goals of Local Foods Plymouth are to reduce the miles that food travels from farm to plate, increase avenues for farmers and growers in the Plymouth area to sell their products locally, and encourage people in the Plymouth area to purchase food from local farms by making it easy, fun and reliable. They’re an online marketplace that offers food products from area farmers and growers once a week.  Buyers purchase these foods, pay online, and then pick up their food at a central location later that week.  By providing an online outlet for locally made or grown products for purchase, it enables easier access to fresh and local foods.  And also builds support for local agriculture.



Agri-Tourism



https://NewAllenAlliance.net

https://newallenalliance.net/
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common threads throughout all of the examples.  Individualism within CommunityPeg Elmer wrote – “We think our successes lie within a world that is fostering/empowering/rewarding these characteristics. Individualism, and the strength that comes with that, within the support structure of strong community and social connections. Everyone is important. And, a key factor – none of our case studies would stand out as a success without leadership…there’s some person we can easily name who stands out in every one.Our northeastern rural communities are not defined by an urban interface, in fact these many of the case studies are from communities 60-80 miles from an urban center – example the Capital of NH Concord is only 42,000.  These projects succeed due to the leadership within the community.  These leaders saw a problem and owned it.  Success has been driven by volunteerism, that is, no-one else is going to do it.  It is creative –  and cooperative.  We might use an old model or develop a new one, with new players and new opportunities.  We thrive on local ownership – everyone plays a part.  



Question 1:

What great locally-grown initiatives have you seen in 
small towns that you believe are transferable and 
long term?



Question 2:

For the pilot project in Northern New England, New 
Ruralism was defined by using the criteria on the 
handout. Thinking about the examples you just 
discussed, do you have suggestions for revisions to 
the criteria?



Question 3:

Thinking about the examples you discussed again, 
what were the key ingredients to success?



Question 4:

We are hoping New Ruralism is going to be 
something we can teach, i.e., using case studies, key 
ingredients and examples of lessons learned. How 
would you propose teaching the principles and 
methods of New Ruralism as you understand it?



Question 5:

Congress for New Urbanism defines New Urbanism as a 
planning and development approach focused on human-
scaled urban design: walkable blocks and streets, housing and 
shopping in close proximity, and accessible public spaces. 

Can you help us with suggestions for a sentence that captures 
the main points from the criteria that define New Ruralism? It 
should be both a counterpoint to New Urbanism and to those 
who use the term in reference to the services rural areas 
provide to urban areas, or a response to urban sprawl.



Question 6

Add your name and contact information to this sheet 
if you are willing to help us gather information on 
potential case studies in your community, circle your 
name if you are willing to make this presentation at a 
state or regional conference.



Jessica Garrow jessicagarrowaicp@gmail.com

John Shepard jcshephard@gmail.com

Chad Nabity ChadN@grand-island.com

Case Studies: http://nnecapa.org/resources/newruralism/
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